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Podcast Intro Checklist

� I'm Mark, I run Podcode.tv. Here's a checklist you can use while listening to 
your latest episode's intro. If you find you're ticking any of the boxes, the 
solutions are here too!

☐ Are you using a cold-open?
A cold-open is something we can hear before your intro. TV dramas use them to setup 
tension in the episode before the opening credits, and we as podcasters can do the 
same.

🔨 How to fix it
If you have an interview show, pick a short snippet – no more than 20 seconds – that 
creates a bit of tension you can resolve later in the episode. Maybe it's a mystery later 
to be revealed, or a long-held belief your guest is about to subvert... or just a funny 
comment that was made.

Another approach is to use outtakes. Some of us like to put outtakes at the end of our 
episodes, but why not put one at the beginning, if it's short, punchy, and makes us want 
to hear more?
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If you have a one-mic show or you're recording blog posts as episodes, can you 
summarise the episode in a way that makes it enticing, but doesn't give the game 
away? This is text you can reuse as your excerpt or even a tweet.

☐ Are you opening with a bang?
Lots of music – especially the chilled-out stuff with a bit of piano and guitar – begins with 
a long sweep, maybe a reverse cymbal crash or a general whooshy noise that brings us 
into the piece.

It might sound over-the-top, but if you start your episode with music, that's three or four 
seconds where not much is happening, before the music even kicks in. A little ramp-up 
is fine, but anything longer than a second could be too long.

🔨 How to fix it
If you've added a cold-open, adjust the start of the music so the beat kicks in just half-a-
second after the speech has finished. It will sound so good!

If you want to start with music, consider picking something that opens with a bit more of 
a bang. It doesn't have to be startling, but if you can't find something that doesn't have a 
slow start, see if you can trim the beginning of the track so it starts on the beat, rather 
than with a long ramp-up.

⚠ If you're using an online editor like Alitu or Anchor, you might not be able to do this, 
so consider downloading Audacity and have a play. It looks ugly but it's surprisingly 
easy-to-use.

☐ Are you waiting too long to speak?
This will vary depending on the music you choose and on the genre of your content, but 
a good rule of thumb is that more than about 5 seconds of music on its own at the 
beginning of the episode is too long.

https://www.audacityteam.org/
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🔨 How to fix it
Listen to your intro music again, and find the spot as close to the beginning as you can, 
before bringing in the speech. Count off the beats (1, 2, 3, 4) in your head as you listen. 
If you've counted to 8 or higher before the speech comes in, you might want to consider 
bringing it in earlier.

This is an art far more than it is a science, so ask for help, advice, and feedback from 
your friends or your community.

⚠ If you're using an online editor like Alitu or Anchor, you might not be able to combine 
music and speech at the same time. Again, try Audacity, or ask for help combining 
music and speech. The important thing is to duck (reduce volume of) the music just 
before your voice kicks in.

☐ Is someone else speaking for you?
You don't need a professional voice-over for your podcast to sound professional. On the 
contrary, it can make you sound like you're trying a bit too hard to be something you're 
not.

While it's not appropriate for a podcaster to be the listener's buddy in every situation, 
you don't need to hold the listener at arms' length, or put a barrier between you and 
them.

Here's an example taken from the Ear Brain Heart podcast.

https://www.audacityteam.org/
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🔨 How to fix it
If you don't like the idea of recording your own intro, ask a friend over. Maybe not 
someone you're intimate with, but someone who won't laugh or make you feel 
uncomfortable if you need to try a few things out.

Record your intro as you normally would, but try if you can to establish eye contact with 
your friend. If you start to feel unbearably uncomfortable, that might be a sign that you're 
not speaking authentically, and you could stand to loosen up a tad. A little discomfort is 
normal, since you are putting on a bit of a performance, but if it feels excruciating, then 
you might not be being you.

Even – or especially – in the most buttoned-up of environments, there's no need to 
sound distant or cold. It doesn't make you sound more "pro", it makes you sound less 
human. 🙂

☐ Are you explaining the whole show?
If you've written a Listener Story for your podcast, you already know the value of 
condensing your podcast's purpose down to a single sentence. Sometimes all you need 
for your introduction is to welcome the listener, give your name, and tell them – in a few 
words – what you do on your show. For example:

Hello, and welcome to List Envy, the podcast where each week, I 
collaborate with a guest to build a top-five list on a topic they 
choose.

On this particular show, the host and guest go back and forth, talking about their 
particular top five things in a given topic. Sometimes there's overlap, so they usually 
bring one or two extra. Then, they try and combine their lists into one über-list, made up 
of the two.

That's the format of the show, but the listener doesn't need to know that, so we can just 
explain the purpose briefly and move on to talk about the guest.

🔨 How to fix it
Cut down your podcast's premise to the length of a tweet (280 characters, or between 
40-70 words), maybe a couple of tweets. The key is to not over-explain the show. You 

https://podcode.tv/story/
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want to be welcoming to new listeners, but you also want those new listeners to stick 
around and not get bored by your intro and potentially miss something.

☐ Are you setting up calls-to-action too early?
A call-to-action is something like "Rate and review us", "Follow me on Twitter", or 
"Subscribe to my newsletter". It's something you want the listener to do as a result of 
listening to the episode.

Putting them too late in your episode risks people not hearing them, as people often 
tune out or skip the last bits of episodes. But putting them too early is effectively asking 
for a favour before you've delivered any value to the listener. Even if you're promoting 
your guest's Instagram handle, if we don't know the person, we're not interested in 
following them until we've heard what they have to say.

🔨 How to fix it
If you're worried people won't get to your calls-to-action before they tune out, instead of 
making it one of the last things they hear, consider breaking your main content up into 
two parts. This is especially easy if you have an interview show.

Find a mid-point in your episode where you can take a break, just as you would if you 
were reading an ad. A good place to do this is around three quarters of the way through 
the episode, where the listener has already got a good sense of the guest. Now you can 
thank them for coming on the show, let the listener know where they can be found – if 
you're not going to cover that in the interview itself – and dispense with any other calls-
to-action you have, like asking people to follow the show in their favourite app, or 
checking out your blog. Then, head back into the interview.

This way, you're getting in those crucial calls-to-action before the main body of the 
episode has ended, but after establishing trust with the listener.

☐ Are you repeating yourself?
It's an easy mistake to make when you're recording the main body of an episode that 
uses a stock intro, but try to go straight in with what's unique about your episode.

For example, your canned intro might set out the premise of the show and then fade the 
music out. That means you can go straight in with "This week, I spoke to...", or "On this 
week's episode I wanted to look at...". If your canned intro already introduces the name 
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and concept of the show and/or introduces you by name, you don't need to do this or 
greet the listener again.

🔨 How to fix it 
Each time you sit down to record an episode, get setup with your mic and headphones, 
hit Record, then take out your phone and play your canned intro, or just your latest 
episode. Wait for the intro to end, stop playback on your phone, and then start speaking. 
You should find that you naturally lead off from your canned intro into the main topic of 
the episode. After a few goes at this, it'll feel natural and you won't need to use your 
phone.

☐ Is there a sudden change in quality?
If your canned intro was professionally recorded, the listener will expect a similar level 
of attention to detail throughout the episode. If there's a sudden drop or change in 
quality, that can be jarring. If it's heard in one episode, the listener might forgive it and 
assume you're traveling and unable to get to your normal recording setup, but if it 
happens in every episode, that might suggest to a listener that you're not fully on-board 
with the project.

🔨 How to fix it
You might just need to upgrade your mic. Consider the Samson Q2U or the Røde NT-
USB, both relatively inexpensive mics you can plug into your computer via USB. The 
Røde mic even comes with a built-in pop filter to trap those popping P sounds.

Getting nice and close to the mic will help to replicate that warm, rich sound you get 
from a recording studio. Re-record your canned intro, add a bit of music underneath, 
then you'll have a consistent quality level throughout your episode.

How to record your voice

Whether you're editing audio yourself or handing it on to someone 
else to edit, you'll probably need to record your own voice. The 
good news is that all it takes is a microphone, a pair of headphones, 

https://podcode.tv/record/

☐ Are you handing off to the guest?

https://podcode.link/q2upack/
https://podcode.link/ntusb/
https://podcode.tv/record/
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If you have an interview show, new listeners are likely there to hear from the guest. You 
want them to enjoy spending time with you so they'll come back for the next episode, 
but if they've never met you before, they're probably waiting for you to get to the 
interview as quickly as possible.

🔨 How to fix it
An effective technique borrowed from radio journalism is to end your intro in a way that 
tees up the first question you ask in your interview. Then, instead of cutting to you 
asking the question, you cut to the guest answering it.

For example, let's say you recorded an interview with Mario, the famous Italian plumber. 
You both got comfortable, then you hit Record and you asked him "You're one of the 
Mario Brothers. So, is Mario your last name?"

Then, when you come to record your intro – which should always be done after your 
interview, because then you know what to tease the listener with – you can say 
something like: "This week I spoke with Mario, the plumber. Now, we know him from the 
Mario Brothers universe, so I couldn't help but ask him, what's up with your name, 
dude?"

Notice the question isn't phrased the same way in the intro as it was when the interview 
was recorded. That's fine; that's a privilege you have, knowing how Mario answered the 
question.

What we've done here is create forward momentum, going from our fun cold-open, to 
our pro-sounding scripted into, into the episode-specific bit that tees up the guest, and 
then straight into the interview, without the "Hi Mario and welcome to the show" stuff that 
would otherwise slow it down.

☐ Have you changed your intro in the last few months?
If you use a pre-recorded, canned intro, it's important to update this every few months, 
to keep it from becoming stale. Maybe your recording environment has changed, or 
you've upgraded your mic since. Or maybe you've found a more succinct way of 
introducing the show.

This job is easier if you use a script or bullet-points, but record the intro each time. 
Iterating on your intro – especially if you can go off-the-cuff and surprise yourself a little 
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with how you describe the show – is a great way to keep it fresh and current, and to 
keep the listener from fatigue if they're binging through your back catalogue.

🔨 How to fix it
Put a reminder in your todo app or on your calendar every three months to review you 
intro. Even if you're happy with it, consider recording a new version. You don't have to 
change a whole bunch of stuff – it's probably best if you don't – but just blow the dust off 
it.

☐ Have you checked out Podcode+?
Podcode+ is a place where you can pick up new podcasting skills, network with other 
podcasters, ask questions of Mark and other members at any time, and join us for 
regular coaching calls. Perfect if you need someone else's ears on a project.

Podcode+

Podcode+ is a collective of podcasters who, like you, want help and 
advice from people they can trust, who know that showing up with 
generosity is the key to a successful, fulfilling podcast.

https://podcode.tv/plus/

https://podcode.tv/plus/
https://podcode.tv/plus/

